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SungBeats Reviews:
“We brought SungBeats in for a segment during a 6-hour virtual lock-in event on a Friday night
to wrap up an amazing semesters worth of events and programming! Sung was incredibly easy to
work with - prompt with emails and responses, was able to cater the show to our students needs
and interests and kept them engaged throughout his performance with live tutorials and
answering questions. Performing via Zoom for an audience of over 30 students isn't easy, but
Sung handled it with ease, charisma, professionalism, and fun! We are all excited to bring him
back to WCC in-person!” -Jessica Gramajo, Westchester Community College
"Sung was great to work with and managed to have an engaging show in a very odd
circumstance." -Dan Fergueson, Green River College
“Sung Beats turned an event with near coffeehouse vibes into an impromptu dance party! We
asked Sung Beats to be the featured act to wrap up our monthly student open mic series. Sung
used extra wireless mics to involve students in his performance, giving the audience a lesson in
beat boxing and making a track that was all our students' own. Sung Beats genuinely brought the
energy without being intense. Both Sung Beats and Bass-Schuler were straight-forward and easy
to work with.” -Pete Erschen, Pacific University
“We had over 500 in attendance…. about 522. He was just a little bit off, but still incredible
numbers. Sung was incredible and a professional. He really did his homework and hosted the
night fabulously. He went on all the a cappella sites and knew more info than necessary on each
of the groups. A bunch of us went out to eat with him at Applebee’s and there was a bit of a beat
boxing riff off around the table. We had a great time. - Dave Zamansky, University of New
Hampshire
“He was absolutely great to work with- he set up quickly and did sound check without any
problems, was very professional, stayed and talked to the students who had questions. He was
great! I would definitely recommend him to other schools.” -Jessica Mode, University of
Missouri – St. Louis

